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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND POLITICAL

REDISTRICTING

In a Nation where significant population growth and mobility

are critical determinants in how, when, and where the government

at all levels mun t exert an influence, the ability of the individual

citizen to interact with that government through the "weight" of

his vote is of great importance. A series of historic Supreme Court

decisions--Baker versus Carr (1962), Reynolds versus Sims (1964),

and Wesberry versus Sanders (1964)--determined that state legislatures

and congressional districts must be apportioned on a population

basis. Perhaps the most difficult situation facing the states'

leadership is that of determining how the new districts should be

configured in order to conform to the law. Notable impasses or

abortive formulas based on partisan considerations often have resulted

in court imposed district formulas or decisions -which caused states

to try again.

Since human ingenuity and political compromise often have failed

to arrive at an acceptable basis for political redistricting, a

number of political scientists, lawyers, and data processing

specialists commenced in the mid-sixties to consider the role which

computer technology might play in delineating new district lines

according to carefully drawn criteria. Emphasis has been placed

on designing districts which are compact, have optimum population

equality, and a high degree of contiguity. For the most part, social

and political factors are not considered. The efficacy of this

approach has been viewed by many experienced officials and political

practitioners with suspicion and negative assessments of worth.
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With the advent of the 1970 census, attention was focussed on

the means by which the malapportioned states would move to meet the

established standards. Although the resident population of the

United States is reported as 203,184,772, thus creating an ideal

congressional district population of 467,091, the Constitutional

provisions allowing each state at least one Representative skew the

ultimate results. In actuality, the range of district size in 1970

has the smallest district (in North Dakota) with 288,482 persons,

and the largest district (in California) with 871,862 inhabitants.

While only 14 states will gain or lose seats in the House of

Respresentatives, 41 will have to redistrict internally.

Although few states have been entirely redistricted as the result

of compu-ter-assisted efforts-'-Iowa recently has approved a slight

variation of one of a dozen possible plans drawn by a computer-the

presence of the machine-determined plans have influenced redistricting

plans in several ways. Court action in directing that "non-political"

new districts (e.g., in Connecticut and Delaware) be drawn up by

external organizations, such as universities, using computer

techniques sometimes has prompted reluctant legislators to reconsider

the inflexibility of their announced positions. There have been

occasions when citizen groups have prepared computer-drawn plans

for court review. And in some instances, state legislatures have

initiated action to create various redistricting alternatives with

the assistance of automatic data processing.
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The selected references on the subject are of two types: general

discussions of reapportionment and redistricting, at both the Federal

and state levels, and writings which treat the unique contribution

of computer technology in political redistricting.
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